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Abstract
Machine unlearning, i.e. having a model forget about some
of its training data, has become increasingly more important
as privacy legislation promotes variants of the right-to-beforgotten. In the context of deep learning, approaches for
machine unlearning are broadly categorized into two classes:
exact unlearning methods, where an entity has formally removed the data point’s impact on the model by retraining the
model from scratch, and approximate unlearning, where an
entity approximates the model parameters one would obtain
by exact unlearning to save on compute costs. In this paper,
we first show that the definition that underlies approximate
unlearning, which seeks to prove the approximately unlearned
model is close to an exactly retrained model, is incorrect because one can obtain the same model using different datasets.
Thus one could unlearn without modifying the model at all.
We then turn to exact unlearning approaches and ask how to
verify their claims of unlearning. Our results show that even
for a given training trajectory one cannot formally prove the
absence of certain data points used during training. We thus
conclude that unlearning is only well-defined at the algorithmic level, where an entity’s only possible auditable claim to
unlearning is that they used a particular algorithm designed
to allow for external scrutiny during an audit.

1

Introduction

Machine learning (ML) models are often trained on user
data. While the users may initially allow for their data to be
analyzed with ML, they may later retract this authorization.
This is formalized in the right-to-be-forgotten, established in
the European Union’s GDPR [18], among other regulatory
frameworks. Because ML models are known to memorize
their training data [8], this forces model owners to resort to
machine unlearning [4] to remove any effect the point had on
the trained model. Machine unlearning is a process by which
the model owner proves to the user that a model which had
originally learned from the user’s data now has been modified

to “forget” anything it had learned from it. While this is an
intuitive concept, precisely defining unlearning remains an
open problem.
Indeed, there are several proposals for defining machine unlearning. They can be broadly taxonomized in two categories:
exact and approximate unlearning. In exact unlearning, the
model is naively retrained from scratch (with the point to be
unlearned removed from the dataset). This is generally computationally expensive, although it can be made more efficient
to a certain extent [2]. In approximate unlearning, the model
owner instead attempts to save computational resources by directly modifying the model’s parameters to unlearn in a small
number of updates (ideally, a single update would suffice).
This second class of approaches defines machine unlearning
in the parameter space [10, 11, 12, 13]: a model is said to have
unlearned successfully when it is close in parameter space to
a model which has never learned about the data point.
In this paper, we show that this second line of reasoning on
approximate unlearning is erroneous and leads to incorrect
definitions of machine unlearning. Our result first stems from
our observation that one can obtain arbitrarily similar (which
for finite floating point storage means identically the same)
model parameters from two non-overlapping datasets. Thus,
the ability to achieve a particular point (i.e. model) in parameter space is not what defines having learned from a dataset–
instead, it is the trajectories taken by the optimization algorithm on the loss (i.e. error) surface during training. Second,
Shumailov et al. recently demonstrated how it is possible to
find different samples from the training data that will lead
to a similar step of gradient descent [22]. This can be seen
by observing that a step of gradient descent differentiates the
model’s loss averaged over a minibatch (i.e. a small number)
of training examples. Thus, different minibatches can lead
to arbitrarily similar average gradients. Coming back to the
gradient descent trajectories, this implies that the value of
training from a particular dataset stems from how the trajectory was obtained, not the trajectory itself.
This has a fundamental implication to unlearning: we cannot prove unlearning by showing that the parameters of the un-

learned model are obtained without training on the unlearned
data. This poor definition of unlearning could be systematically achieved by inspecting a model’s training trajectory to
identify all steps of gradient descent that involve the point to
be unlearned, and then replacing some of the training points
in the corresponding minibatches such that the minibatches
no longer contain the point to be unlearned but the outcome
of the gradient computation remains identical.
We show this is possible for standard models and datasets
in our experiments. Furthermore, we formalize the concept of
forgeability as the ability to replace data points from one
dataset by points from another dataset while keeping the
model updates computed on these points identical (up to some
pre-defined minimal error). That is, when two datasets are
forgeable, the same model parameters can feasibly (upto some
small per-step error accounting for noise) be obtained by using either of the datasets. When applied to the particular case
where the second dataset is obtained from the first dataset by
removing points that need to be unlearned, the two datasets
being forgeable implies that unlearning can be achieved at no
cost (because learned and unlearned models are indistinguishable).
This leads us to the conclusion that unlearning can only
be defined at the level of the algorithms used for learning
and unlearning, and not by reasoning over the model parameters they output. This observation is akin to the one made by
Dwork et al. [7] for protecting sensitive data when introducing
differential privacy: one cannot prevent inference of private
information that individuals contribute to a dataset by reasoning at the level of the dataset itself, but rather has to reason
about the guarantees provided by algorithms that analyze this
dataset. Similarly in our setting for unlearning, we show that
one cannot prove unlearning simply by comparing points in
the parameter space. This invalidates all existing approximate
approaches to unlearning: they can only justify unlearning by
the process they are enacting, and not the final outcome of
their process (which most past works looked at); the only way
to know a model unlearned correctly with a given method is
to inspect the method itself. Indeed, unlearning requires that
(1) the procedure of unlearning a training point possesses the
properties required to ensure removal of the effect of the point,
and (2) the model owner provides auditable evidence that the
unlearning procedure was correctly implemented. External
scrutiny (e.g. taking the form of audits) is required to achieve
the second property. Thus, we propose verifiable computation
as a promising direction for achieving unlearning.

2
2.1

Background

them is that in the former an entity is given a labeled dataset D
whereas in the latter the dataset is unlabelled. We will focus on
supervised learning in this paper, in which the dataset consists
of points (xi , yi ) ∈ X × {1, · · · , c}, where yi ∈ {1, · · · , c} is the
label of the input xi ∈ X, and there are c possible labels. The
goal of supervised ML is to predict the label y of an unlabelled
input x by knowledge learned from the labeled dataset D.
The usual method of learning a supervised model M : X →
{1, 2, · · · , c} is to introduce parameters w which allows one
to modify the model in a (piece-wise) smooth way so (ideally) the performance can be optimized smoothly without
overshooting. Then one typically defines a loss function
L : Mw (xi ) × yi → [0, ∞) which captures the performance
of Mw at classifying the dataset D correctly, or in particular
how different Mw (xi ) is from the desired output yi for every
data point (xi , yi ) (note throughout this paper we will often
use just xi as shorthand for the data point (xi , yi )). In cases
where an analytic solution does not exist, one usually minimizes the loss L iteratively (and stochastically) by updating
the parameters in steps based on individual data points. That
is, there is some update rule g which takes in the current parameters wt and a data point (xt , yt ) and gives new parameters
wt+1 = g(wt , (xt , yt )) which (often) reduces the loss by some
amount. This is useful, for instance, to minimize non-convex
losses. Once the amount of reduction becomes negligible, we
say the model is converged and the training is finished. Note
that we use g to denote everything needed to make the update
happen, including the optimizer, hyperparameters, etc.
An important class of update functions g which we focus
on in this paper are what we will call mean-samplers. In this
case the dataset D = {x̂1 , · · · , x̂n } consists of minibatches of
data x̂1 = {(x1 , y1 ), · · · , (xb , yb )}, and then the update function is defined as wt+1 = g(wt , x̂t ) = 1/b ∑bi=1 g(wt , (xi , yi ));
one could also without loss of generality not distinguish between mini-batches and data points as the former is simply a
particular form of a data point, and throughout the paper we
will use the same notation for both (though we make a distinction here for clarity). A particular example of a mean-sampler
is the minibatch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) update
rule, where for each update, we sample a minibatch (i.e. a
small number) of data points x̂t = {(x1 , y1 ), · · · , (xb , yb )}, and
update the model to minimize the average loss of these points
for stability. This variant of SGD is well known for its applications in deep learning. Note that starting from this point,
we will use the term "data point" to represent a minibatch of
data points for simplicity of the terminology. The update rule
can be written as:
wt+1 = g(wt , xt ) = wt − η

1 b ∂L (Mwt (xi ), yi )
|wt
∑
b i=1
∂w

(1)

Machine Learning

Machine learning (ML) is the task of learning a machine (or
model) from a dataset, and it falls broadly into two categories:
supervised and unsupervised learning. The difference between

2.2

Machine Unlearning

As a dual to ML, unlearning was first introduced by Cao
and Yang [4] as a method to remove the impact of a data

point on the model obtained upon completion of training.
Since then further extensions to scenarios where efficient
analytic solutions could be found were given [9, 24], and
an extension to unlearn deep neural networks (DNNs) were
proposed [2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 20]. With the growing field of
unlearning, there has emerged two categories of machine unlearning algorithms [23]: exact and approximate unlearning,
differing by how unlearning is done, and also how the concept
of "unlearning" is understood.
Exact unlearning for DNNs is based on retraining. In detail,
the model owner needs to discard the old model, remove the
data points that are required to be unlearned, and train a new
model on the modified dataset. Here the concept of unlearning is viewed at the algorithmic level, that is the data to be
unlearned is not used at all by the algorithm to obtain the new
model. Thus as long as the algorithm is executed correctly,
the model owner can claim the data points are unlearned correctly. However, the issue with exact unlearning comes from
the computational cost: training DNNs is costly [3, 6], and the
dataset used may contain thousands or even millions of data
points, so retraining the entire DNN for each unlearning request is unaffordable. Therefore, research in exact unlearning
focused on proposing an efficient way of retraining. For example, the SISA approach [2] suggests to partition the dataset
into a few non-overlapping shards and train a DNN on each
of the shards. Then the final model would be an ensemble of
these DNNs. In this case, when an unlearning request happens, the model owner only needs to retrain the DNN on one
of the shards, resulting in a significant speedup compared to
retraining the DNN on the entire dataset. However, even after
this speedup, the costs may still be too high for some.
On the other hand, approximate unlearning, as the name
indicates, attempts to approximate what the parameters of
the model would have looked like if the data points to be
unlearned were not in the training dataset from the beginning.
These approaches typically directly modify the parameters
of the trained model, that is, such approaches understand the
concept of unlearning from the parameter level. For example, Amnesiac Machine Learning [12] records the updates in
the parameter space made by each data point during training,
and later when some of the data points are required to be
unlearned, the model owners can simply subtract the corresponding updates from the model’s final parameters. It can
be easily seen such a method is much more efficient than
any retraining-based exact unlearning methods. However, the
disadvantage comes from the fact that the unlearning property
provided is harder to understand (especially to the end user):
the data points to be unlearned are still involved in some of the
decisions made to obtain the final model. Existing works have
proposed to use techniques such as membership inference [21]
to verify the effectiveness of approximate unlearning [1, 12]
to show that their approximately unlearned models cannot be
easily distinguished from models that are not trained on the
data points to be unlearned. Alternatively, others compare the

similarity of the approximately unlearned models parameters
to exactly unlearned models parameters [10, 11, 23, 25].
However, it is worth noting that approximate unlearning
methods are basing their "unlearning" on reproducing properties of exactly unlearned models. Hence their claim is tied
to the claim that retraining, which is the foundation of all
existing exact unlearning methods, is well-defined.

2.3

Proof of Learning

The concept of Proof-of-Learning (PoL) was introduced by
Jia et al. [14]. It is designed to provide evidence that someone
has spent the effort to train a machine learning model, in particular DNNs, so that later it can be confirmed by a verifier
(i.e. a third-party authority such as a regulator). This is done
by keeping a log collected during training which facilitates
reproduction of the alleged computations an entity took. At
the core of it, the Proof-of-Learning (i.e. the log) documents
intermediate checkpoints of the model, data points used, and
any other information required for the updates during training
(e.g. hyperparameters that define the update rule g at each
step). We follow a similar line of reasoning as PoL to introduce the strawman concept of "Proof of Unlearning" in § 3.2
and build on this logging framework to show why unlearning
is not always well-defined. The PoL can be written in the
form of {(wi , xi , gi )}i∈J for some indexing set J, where we
use xi to represent a minibatch (recall our remark in § 2.1 that
a minibatch is just a type of a data point, and hence notationally we will not distinguish between individual data points
and minibatches). Alternatively, when the update rule is understood from context, the PoL can be represented by just
{(wi , xi )}i∈J .
Reproducing the alleged computation is synonymous to
showing its plausibility. When it comes to the stage of verification, the verifier checks a PoL’s validity (i.e. plausibility) by reproducing the t th intermediate checkpoint of the
model based on the information given in the log, including
the (t − 1)th checkpoint, data points used at this step, and
the same g as defined in the log. Then the verifier computes
the distance between the t th checkpoint in the log and the
reproduced t th checkpoint in the parameter space. This distance is called the verification error, and we say this update
is valid if the verification error is below a certain threshold. Here the threshold is introduced based on the observed
noise/randomness seen when reproducing computations on
different hardware (which comes from the randomness in
back-end floating point computations). Indeed, this should
be the only source of verification error since all other possible randomness is “seeded” by the information provided in
PoL: for instance, the effect of sampling minibatches is fixed
by knowing which minibatch the step was computed on. It is
worth noting that computing a distance between model parameters is essentially a mapping from high-dimensional space to
a scalar, so it is possible that there exists multiple checkpoints

resulting in a verification error below the threshold. In other
words, PoL does not guarantee that the computation of a step
results exactly in the next checkpoint, it just verifies that the
next checkpoint is plausible.

2.4

Data Ordering Attack

While the existence of PoL suggests that models could be
uniquely mapped to their training points, our work introduces
the concept of forging to show this is not always the case.
Part of our motivation for forging comes from a recent discovery by Shumailov et al. [22] who showed that stochastic
gradient descent relies heavily on its underlying randomness,
and ordinal effects coming from data can be significant. This
shows that assumptions made to obtain analytical generalization guarantees for SGD are indeed important in practice.
More precisely, the authors found that the order in which data
points are used for training can be sufficient for an adversary
to completely change the training dynamics – all the way from
stopping and slowing learning, to learning behaviours that are
not present in the training dataset (e.g. as is done in poisoning,
but without actually using poisoned data). This is because one
can force a step of SGD to approximately compute a given
gradient by carefully selecting points the step is computed on.
In doing so, they derived conditions in which ordinal effects
can have a significant impact on learning in the case of SGD.
The concept of forging introduced in this paper utilises the
theoretical findings of Shumailov et al. to search for alternative minibatches that produce that same or a similar parameter
update. Note that originally Shumailov et al. constructed minibatches from data contained in the same dataset, whereas here
we assume availability of a different dataset. However, our
algorithm for finding forging examples (which our analytical
results show exist) analogously uses the idea of random sampling and picking the sample that best produces the update
desired.

3
3.1

Revisiting Machine Unlearning
When is Unlearning Achieved?

Threat Scenario: In this paper we consider the following
threat model. The adversary is the model trainer who is trying to prove to a verifier that they unlearned, i.e. (re-)trained
not using certain data points, without changing the original
model. Our adversary has access to all intermediate model
checkpoints, as well as, the data points and hyper-parameters
used at each step. This adversary is white-box and has access to any information one gains by training the models
themselves.
Issues with Defining Unlearning: In previous literature related to unlearning [10, 11, 12, 23], a model is said to have
unlearned if the impact of the data points to be unlearned

is removed from the model. Here, removing the impact of
the data points from the model is equivalent to obtaining a
model that one could get from retraining without those points.
In other words, a model is unlearned if its parameters are in
the subspace of the parameter space that can be achieved by
training on a dataset that does not contain the points to be
unlearned. Furthermore, other work also require the process
of obtaining those parameters to reproduce the same distribution one gets from retraining [10, 11, 13]. Although such
a definition sounds intuitive, in this paper we question its
parameter-space assumption; i.e. are there parameters such
that the model is both unlearned and not unlearned at the same
time? In other words, we argue that existence of parameters
reachable with and without given data entails that unlearning
is not well-defined over the parameter space.
For an analogy of what unlearning currently is, think of
training a neural network as building a castle with Lego
blocks, where the blocks are borrowed from many of your
friends (i.e. represent your data). Assume, as is the case in
deep learning, that the training algorithm is such that you go
to each of your friends and request a block from them; that
is, you expect that each friend will contribute a block every
few centimeters of the castle built (i.e. the data points to be
unlearned are used in every epoch). When one of your friends
wants their blocks back, the naive way is to disassemble the
entire castle and take the blocks out, i.e. retraining. Existing
works either (1) suggest to use one friend’s data only in a
single wall and ensemble the walls to build the castle [2] (this
way when one friend asks for the blocks, only one wall needs
to be dissembled and re-building is faster); or (2) introduce
special tools to take the blocks out without destroying the
castle (i.e. approximate unlearning e.g. amnesiac machine
learning [12]).
However, imagine a case where two of your friends have
lent identical blocks to you. Then when one of them asks for
their blocks back, you have an identical one from the other
friend which was not yet used in the castle – does it make
sense for you to not touch your well-built castle and give
the blocks of the latter friend to the former? That is, if the
model owner (or deployer) has 2 identical data points and
only one of them is required to be unlearned, is it justifiable
for them to not do anything about the model? If this sounds
acceptable, imagine another case that you are great at drawing.
You paint the blocks that your friends ask for, so that they
look exactly the same as blocks from some other friends, and
pretend you did not use the blocks at all when a friend asks
for their block back. Such a ‘painting’ technique would make
the parameter-space definition of unlearning described earlier
trivial to achieve: the Lego castle could have been obtained
without access to your friend’s brick because there exists
another friend’s brick that is identical.
This painting technique is in some sense metaphorical of
the concept of forging we present in our work: we show that
when a data point needs to be unlearned, there can exist a

dataset not containing that data point which allows us to obtain the same model parameters as the model we obtained
before without having to unlearn. In other words, the subspace of the parameter space that can be achieved by training
on a dataset that does not contain the points to be unlearned
can at times be equivalent to the parameter space one gets
by training with those points. The concept of forging which
leads to this claim will be introduced formally in § 4. In
this case, parameter-space definitions of unlearning are essentially saying no unlearning needs to be done at all. Such
self-contradiction indicates that unlearning cannot be defined
at the level of the parameters. It, in particular, invalidates
approximate approaches to unlearning.

3.2

A Strawman for an Auditable Approach
to Unlearning: Proof-of-Unlearning

In the section above we discuss why defining unlearning at the
level of the parameters, as is done in approximate unlearning,
does not make sense in the presence of forging. This naturally
leads us to consider exact unlearning methods that define unlearning at the level of the algorithm. In this section we show
that forging can also invalidate exact unlearning approaches.
To this end, we first describe an attempt to create proofs that
show retraining-based unlearning is done correctly, and then
explain why such proofs are still vulnerable to the concept of
forging we introduce in this paper. We conclude that while
unlearning is best defined at the level of the learning and
unlearning algorithms, it also requires external scrutiny to
provide meaningful guarantees. The strawman we present
here is not sufficient for auditable claims of unlearning. We
discuss possible directions for enabling this scrutiny in § 7.2.
Since exact unlearning is retraining-based, one may think
that verifying the correctness of unlearning is equivalent to
verifying that an entity retrains the model on a dataset without
the data points to be unlearned. Recall that, as described in
§ 2.3, PoL implicitly assumes that the correctness of training
is equivalent to the plausibility of the log returned by the
model owner, which contains model checkpoints and other
information obtained during training. Thus it is natural to
make use of the proof-of-learning (PoL) here to show that
one obtained the unlearned model with a sequence of model
updates that do not involve the point to be unlearned in the
minibatches sampled from the dataset. If a PoL not involving
the data points to be unlearned is submitted to the verifier and
passes verification, this would attest that exact unlearning has
been done. One might coin the term Prof-of-Unlearning for
such an approach, and shorten it to PoUL.
It turns out there is a flaw in this reasoning because the
threat models for PoL (training) and PoUL (unlearning) are
different. For PoL (training), the authors can claim correctness
of training is closely related to the plausibility of the training
log because it is observed that the error accumulates during
training so that the same initial parameters can lead to very

different final parameters–making the log unique. However,
the error at one training update is much smaller, so it may
be possible for an adversary to fake one step of training,
but the only way to obtain an entire plausible log is to do
the training correctly. One key reason for this is that the
adversary only has access to the final model. Yet, in the setting
of PoUL (unlearning), the potential adversary has access to
the entire log of the model’s training run before unlearning
because the adversary is the model owner. Therefore, if an
adversarial model owner wants to pretend they unlearned,
they may only need to create a few plausible steps instead
of an entire plausible log. Using the same analogy as before,
PoUL can be thought of as an album containing photos of the
Lego castle taken as one builds the castle. A model-stealing
adversary only steals the built castle so it is hard to make such
an album without actually building the castle. Instead, when
the model owner attempts to avoid unlearning, they already
have the album and only need to "paint" some of the photos
in the album to make it look like that some Lego blocks were
never used during building.
To formalize this intuition, given the PoL log {wi , xi }, the
adversary has some map B : {wi , xi } → {wi , x̃i } over the PoL
logs which swaps a particular data point x∗ with some other
data point x̃∗ every time it occurs, and this new data point
still produces the same update (i.e. the log returned by B still
passes verification under some threshold ε). One way to obtain such a map is through an analog to the data ordering
attack of Shumailov et al. [22] (recall § 2.4), as we will see
in § 6. Thus without changing any of the checkpoints the adversary still has a valid PoL which does not contain the point
to be unlearned. This PoL is therefore a valid PoUL, despite
having been obtained without exact unlearning (i.e. without
retraining). Furthermore, what if this map exists for any possible PoL that could be obtained by training on the original
dataset? Then this Proof-of-Unlearning is not sufficient to
determine if the model owner did in fact retrain without the
data point, or just applied the mapping at the steps involving this point. The takeaway is that there is no sequence of
checkpoints that would be sufficient alone to determine if an
entity unlearned correctly; phrased another way, unlearning
is not well-defined by just the final model (seen in § 3.1), or
the sequence of models that lead to it.
The map B we mention above is what we call the forging
map and explain more formally in § 4. We also show why such
a map commonly exists for frequently used ML algorithms
and datasets in § 5.3. One can see now that with forging, the
parameter-level definition of unlearning is self-contradicted,
while the proposed way to verify unlearning defined from the
level of algorithms can be bypassed by an adversary. This calls
for an algorithmic perspective on unlearning that supports
external scrutiny, as we discuss in § 7.2.

4

Introducing Forging

Here we introduce the forging map B formally. We describe
the consequences of such a map, in particular, our ability to
characterize equivalence classes between datasets. Beyond
the intrinsic motivation for unlearning (we explain how our
formalism helps us define unlearning in § 4.3, and demonstrate when it can be ill-defined), we further motivate in our
discussion later why it may be beneficial to study forging
maps in other ML contexts (see § 7.3).

4.1

Defining Forgeability and Forging Map B

Defining Feasibility and PoL We first remark on how we
define a feasible model from a dataset, which is fundamental
in later asking if a model could come without training on a
particular data point. In what follows, we treat feasibility in
greater generality. A model coming from a fixed dataset D
should have a sequence of data points in D and checkpoints
that lead to the final weights when following a given update
rule, i.e. a PoL log [14]. Furthermore if given such a sequence,
then we say the final model could come from the dataset (note
we do not assume any restrictions on data ordering which
future work could add). Hence the log produced by proofof-learning is a necessary and sufficient condition to define
feasibility, as models that do come from the dataset have such
a log (necessary), and any model that has such a log can come
from the dataset (sufficient).
Nevertheless, because of noise in back-end computations,
one cannot expect to exactly reproduce a given training sequence from a PoL log [14]. Hence one must allow some ε
per-step error to make the definition practical; exactly measuring how large this ε should be is an active research question,
and is likely to be case dependent. As such in what follows
we will introduce an error parameter, but will not comment on
what is necessary or sufficient in practice. This issue is partly
bypassed by proving results for all ε > 0 (i.e. Theorem 2).
However, instantiations of forging attacks (§ 6) which bypass
a particular PoL verification scheme may not pass another
PoL verification scheme, hence practically an entity might
be happy with a verification scheme that defends against all
known attacks to unlearning verification.
As a last remark, note that although we use PoL logs to
define feasibility, PoL’s original threat model is model stealing.
As such, we are not proposing an attack against PoL, and an
attack against it is not relevant to us.
Defining Valid Logs. As described in § 2.1, we denote by
g(w, x) = w0 updating the model parameters w to w0 where
g is a training algorithm/update rule. We then define a valid
(g, d, ε) log as a sequence of {(wi , xi )}i∈J for some countable indexing set J, such that ∀i ∈ J d(wi+1 , g(wi , xi )) ≤ ε for
some training function g and metric d on the parameter space.
The threshold ε is a tolerance parameter allowing the verifier

to account for some numerical imprecision when reproducing
the update rule. In other words, a valid sequence is a PoL
sequence such that each of its intermediate checkpoints can
be reproduced by the verifier retraining for the corresponding
step using knowledge of the previous checkpoint (e.g. hyperparameters) provided in the PoL.
Defining Sets of Logs. For fixed initial parameters w0 ,
fixed hyperparameters, and dataset D, we define Dataset D’s
Logs HDg,d,ε as the set of all valid (g, d, ε) logs stemming from
w0 (we will drop mentioning the w0 as what it refers to will
be explicit from context). We further drop the g, d, ε for notational simplicity, though the reader should be aware of the
implicit assumption of these which will be clear in context.
Defining the Forging Map and Forgeability. Now we define what the forging map B is. For two datasets D and
D0 , and logs stemming from the same w0 , a forging map
B : HDg,d,0 → HD0 g,d,ε is a map such that B({(wi , xi )}i∈J ) =
{(wi , x̃i )}i∈J ∈ HD0 g,d,ε , i.e. is an identity over the parameter
space but maps data points xi ∈ D to x̃i ∈ D0 such that x̃i satisfy
a valid ε log condition. That is to say d(wi+1 , g(wi , x̃i )) ≤ ε
∀i. When such a forging map exists, we say D0 forges D (with
ε). Intuitively, this means that we can use the forging map B
to replace points from a PoL constructed on D by points from
D0 and still obtain a valid PoL.
When there also exists an accompanying forging map in
the other direction B̃ : HD0 g,d,0 → HDg,d,ε , we say that D and
D0 are forgeable (with ε).
Though one could define similar conditions for HD and
HD0 such that the two stem from different initial parameters
and different (g, d, ε), we use the same w0 , g, d, ε in our definitions because that is sufficient to prove our results on unlearning. Using different w0 , g, d, ε may be interesting in the
context of research on forging for other tasks in ML, and
we leave its investigation as future work. Furthermore, our
definition of the forging map is a map from valid zero-error
logs into logs with some error ε; notably, this means we are
unable to compose forging maps because the input and output thresholds do not match unless ε = 0. To alleviate this
lack of transitivity, one might consider a variation of our forging map B, Bε : HDg,d,ε → HD0 g,d,ε and thus one can compose
Bε : HDg,d,ε → HD0 g,d,ε and B0ε : HD0 g,d,ε → HD00 g,d,ε as their
output and input spaces match, respectively. We mention this
for completeness, for the reader who might be interested in
what extensions could be made to our framework to allow
different forms of analysis. Notably, we will not consider this
extension in our work as it is unnecessary to prove our results and it introduces various technical complications, such
as HDg,d,ε never being finite (have sequences of open balls
in the parameter space which is a real vector space), where
being finite is useful when we introduce probabilistic forging
in § 5.3.

4.2

Forgeable and Models

The above indistinguishability presented by forgeability becomes even stronger when both D and D0 are forgeable with
ε = 0. We will use HD (w) to denote all parameters obtained
by g, d, 0 logs starting from w0 with D and similarly HD0 .
Lemma 1. If D and
HD (w) = HD0 (w).

D0

are forgeable with ε = 0, then

Proof. Note then we have that, letting HD (w) denote all parameters obtained by g, d, 0 logs starting from w0 with D
and similarly HD0 , that HD (w) ⊆ HD0 (w) by the definition
of the forging map B : HD → HD0 (i.e. identity over parameters) and similarly by the forging map in the other direction,
HD0 (w) ⊆ HD (w). Thus we have HD (w) = HD0 (w).
In words, what we have is that the set of all models achieved
by training on D using g is the same as the set of all models achieved by training on D0 using g. In fact, in this case
(when ε = 0) we have that forgeability defines an equivalence
relation.
Lemma 2. ε = 0 Forgeability is an equivalence relation
Proof. We check the three defining properties of an equivalence relation. Clearly D is forgeable with itself (by the identity map), so forgeability satisfies reflexivity. Furthermore D
is forgeable by D0 means D0 is forgeable by D (as by definition
the map has an inverse), so forgeability satisfies symmetery.
Lastly if D is forgeable with D0 by forging map B1 , and D0
is forgeable by D00 with forging map B2 , and both are ε = 0,
then B2 ◦ B1 is a bijective map with error ε = 0, thus have
D and D00 are forgeable with ε = 0; so forgeable with ε = 0
satisfies the transitivity condition.
Often when dealing with a set, it is preferable to have another characterization of that set, i.e. another defining property
for that set which might be easier to work with and understand.
We can do that here by extending Lemma 1 to completely
characterize the ε = 0 equivalence class as datasets that produce the same sequences of parameters:
Theorem 1 (Characterizing ε = 0 Equivalence Classes). Two
datasets D and D0 are ε = 0 forgeable iff HD (W ) = HD0 (W )
Proof. We already proved the forward direction in Lemma 1.
We prove the reverse direction as follows. Let Dwn be the set
of all sequences of data points in D that produce the sequence
of parameters {wn }n∈J and D0wn the set of all sequences of data
points in D0 that produce {wn }n∈J (which we can find as the
set of parameters produced by the datasets is the same). Then
by the axiom of choice, we can choose a particular sequence
of data points {xn0 }n∈J ∈ D0 and map Dwn to {xn0 }n∈J and note
this satisfies ε = 0 error as the parameters are the same. We
can do this for all sequences of parameters {wn }n∈J and thus
have our forging map B from HD to HD0 . Note we did not put

any constraint on which was D and D0 in this argument, so we
completely analogously obtain the forging map B̃ from HD0
to HD . Thus we have D and D0 are ε = 0 forgeable, proving
the reverse direction.
Although this theorem adds little in the context of our work
on defining unlearning, it is a very notable property of our
forging framework that supports the idea that if two datasets
are completely forgeable, that translates to them producing
all the same models. We later discuss how future work might
use this observation in § 7.3 and § 7.2; in particular, this has
some possible important consequences to understanding what
makes datasets produce good models and which do not.

4.3

Consequence to Defining Unlearning.

Recall that in § 3 we drew an analogy from unlearning data
points used in an ML model to taking out blocks from a Lego
castle. We claimed that if one is good at “painting” then (1)
the definition of approximate unlearning self-contradicts, and
(2) a proof cannot be created for exact unlearning. Now that
“painting” is formally defined as forging, we will formally
explain what it means for unlearning.
For now, we assume the scenario where there exists a forging map from D to D0 where D0 does not contain a particular
point x∗ (we later show in § 5 such a scenario is common),
and our model is first trained on D. Since we have done the
training, we have access to the PoL logs HD . Then what we
need to do is to map them into HD0 logs which then implies
the steps that once used x∗ as a log in HD no longer do. To
be specific, for all k such that the kth step wk+1 = g(wk , xi )
/ where
uses a point required to be unlearned (i.e. x∗ ∩ xi 6= 0,
it is understood the latter could be a minibatch), after forging
B({(wi , xi )}i∈J ) = {(wi , x̃i )}i∈J we have that step no longer
uses x∗ . This is as, by the definition of a forging map in § 4.1,
{(wi , x̃i )}i∈J ∈ HD0 where D0 does not contain x∗ . In other
words, we can use the forging map B to find some data points
in D0 to mock the updates made by the data points to be unlearned. This results in a valid (i.e. with reproduction error
below ε) HD0 , where the final model parameters are the same
as before unlearning, but the data points to be unlearned are
not used in the log of training.
Such model parameters satisfy what approximate unlearning defines–they are the same as model parameters obtained
by not using the unlearned data points at all. However, no
modifications were done to the parameters at all. This means
that if the model owner wants to approximately unlearn their
model, then by definition they do not need to do anything
and can claim the unlearning is done. Thus we come to the
conclusion that if there exists a forging map between D and
D/x∗ , then the approximate unlearning is ill-defined.
Now we move on to exact unlearning. We introduced in
§ 3.2 a way to verify the correctness of exact unlearning
through an idea that is similar to PoL, and named it Proof-

of-Unlearning (PoUL). Let us now outline how a PoUL is
challenged by forging. As described in the previous paragraph,
the model owner has trained the model before unlearning on
D and thus obtained HD . Then with the existence of a forging
map B, they can easily create a new log HD0 to claim that the
exact unlearning is done. Such creation is possible because
(1) in theory PoL only verifies if the computation from a
checkpoint wi to the next (i.e. wi+1 ) is plausible, which is essentially what a forging map between D and D/x∗ does: find
another set of data points so that the update is plausible; (2)
PoL was originally designed for ownership so it was designed
for a threat model where the adversary does not have access
to the log. This assumption is not valid in the case of unlearning since the adversary aiming to circumvent unlearning is
the model owner themselves. Thus, forging also invalidates
PoUL.
The existence of a forging map B from HD to HD0 implies
that we can manipulate how data points are sampled such that
the distributions of checkpoints in the parameter spaces corresponding to HD and HD0 respectively are identical. Specifically, for a log {(wi , xi )}i∈J , we have B({(wi , xi )}i∈J ) =
{(wi , x̃i )}i∈J ∈ HD0 . We obtain the preimage of a specific
sequence of data points {x̃i }i∈J by preimage({x̃i }i∈J ) =
B−1 ({xi }i∈J ) (where we drop the {wi }i∈J variable as B is
an identity on them and we are allowing ε error in the parameters). That is, preimages of {x̃i }i∈J are the sequence of data
points from D which can be substituted with the sequence
{x̃i }i∈J by applying the forging map. We then constrain the
probability of sampling the specific sequence {x̃i }i∈J as the
sum of the probabilities of the specific data sequences in
preimage({x̃i }i∈J ), i.e. ∑{xi }i∈J ∈preimage({x̃i }i∈J ) P({xi }i∈J ∈
HD ). In other words, if multiple sequences in D can be substituted by one single sequence from D0 , then the latter should
be sampled more freqeuntly in creating HD0 . By doing so, we
can create HD0 such that each checkpoint log is from the same
checkpoint log distribution as HD .
Now we can easily see that unlearning can not be defined
on the parameter space since the existence of a forging map
implies that the effect of a data point can be obtained by
considering another one (or few) data point(s). Notably, this
means one cannot verify unlearning (exact or approximate) at
the model-level as there is no universally verifiable unlearning property of the weights. Therefore, to define and verify
unlearning, we need to focus on the process/algorithm the
unlearned model was obtained with.
Particularly, while certified unlearning approaches [20][13]
have the advantage of providing rigorous guarantees at the
model level, our work shows that they need to be combined
with a verification at the algorithmic level, e.g. verifying a
training algorithm is DP, to ensure that the algorithm used was
indeed the certified algorithm. For exact unlearning, while
simple ideas like proof-of-unlearning do not work to verify
unlearning, we later discuss possible ways to verify the process of unlearning in § 7.2. They involve facilitating external

scrutiny of the algorithm to audit the guarantees of unlearning
provided.

5

Methods for Forging

We covered the consequences of the existence of forging maps
for unlearning. Now, we proceed to illustrate two theoretical
ideas for when two datasets D and D0 may be forgable, or
when D may be forgeable with D0 . The first corresponds to
the intuition that similar datasets (i.e. datasets that contain
very similar data points) would allow for an easy exchange
of data points. The other is that one dataset that has enough
variety in its possible updates at any given parameter would
be able to reproduce a large set of other datasets.
Lastly in § 5.3 we prove the existence of forging for the
mean sampler update function g. This function, described
in § 2.1, is important because it is at the core of minibatch
SGD. As a consequence, we prove the existence of forging
examples for minibatch SGD (Theorem 3), which are cases
when unlearning is not well-defined. Our proof operates under
realistic assumptions about how the datasets are obtained.
Note that this third proof does not require the ideas presented
in § 5.1 and 5.2, but we present them first to simply illustrate
different approaches to looking at forging and characterizing
datasets that can be forged (i.e. forging examples).

5.1

Forgeability for Similar Datasets

The idea is simply that if one fixes the parameters w such
that the update rule g in only a function of the data point, and
furthermore gw is Lipschitz with respect to the data point x
(under some metric dx over the input space, and metric d over
the parameter space used for verification) for all parameters
w ∈ W . Then, if L denotes the Lipschitz constant, we have if
d(x, x̃) ≤ Lε then we could interchange (w, x) with (w, x̃) and
still have a valid (g, d, ε) log.
Lemma 3 (Similar Forgiability). If for all w ∈ HD (w), where
HD are all valid (g, d, 0) logs starting from w0 , g is Lipschitz
with respect to its data point space X (under some metric over
the data point space) with metric d over the parameter space
in balls Ballε (w), then there exists a dataset D0 such that D
and D0 are (g, d, ε) forgeable.
Proof. By above remark we simply define for D =
{x1 , · · · , xn } a corresponding dataset D0 = {x̃1 , · · · , x̃n } where
x̃i ∈ Ballε/L (xi ), and then define the forging map B sending
simply xi → x̃i in the logs, and B̃ vice-versa.
Note that the data point input space X can be taken to be
the smallest compact set containing all the xi ∈ D. This is
useful for smooth g functions, as then if also HD (w) are all
found in a compact set, then g is guaranteed to be Lipschitz
(by having a maximum derivative); we mention this as for
DNNs g is smooth (or piecewise smooth depending on the

activation functions). This lemma basically shows that one’s
intuitive notion of similar data points translates to datasets
being forgeable for smaller errors.

5.2

Forgeability of Densely Packed Updates

Another approach is to look at the updates produced by a
dataset D, and simply find another dataset D0 that can produce
similar updates for all the parameters obtained in the logs of
D, i.e., HD (W ). To formalize this idea we have the following:
Lemma 4. If for all w ∈ W and x ∈ X, there exists xi ∈ D0
such that d(g(w, x), g(w, xi )) ≤ ε, then for all datasets D ⊂ X
with HDg,d,0 (w) ∈ W , D0 forges D.
Proof. By the conditions of the lemma we know for any individual step in the log produced by D that there is an xi ∈ D0
which would forge it, hence we know there exists a forging
map B : HD → HD0
In other words, if dataset D0 is sufficiently large and contains data points that lead to sufficiently different updates
such that the covering assumption is true, then D0 can forge a
whole class of datasets, and in a way could be dubbed a “universal” forger. Realizing this dataset D0 could prove difficult
and would likely require specifying the form of g.

5.3

Forgeability for Mean Sampling

In the particular case of SGD, and more generally mean sampling, we can show the existence of forgeable datasets in a
more concrete setting. Our approach introduces the notion of
probability for the existence of a forging map.
Consider that D is some distribution, and that datasets D
and D0 are sampled from it i.i.d. In particular we assume D and
D0 consist of minibatches, and each of the elements of the different minibatches are sampled i.i.d from D. This is the case
when training updates are in fact averaging updates (i.e. the
update rule is a mean-sampler), in the sense that the datasets
D and D0 are composed of minibatches x̂ = {x1 , · · · , xb }, and
the update rules take the form of g(w, x̂) = 1/b ∑bi=1 g(w, xi )
(i.e. we also assume we are working with a mean-sampler
update rule in what follows). As mentioned earlier in § 2.1,
the commonly used minibatch SGD update rule is an example
of a mean-sampler.
Consider the respective logs HD and HD0 for D and D0 , and
in particular a given tuple in a log of HD (w, x), then note
g(w, x) can be viewed as a random variable with mean µ and
trace of the covariance matrix σ2 = ∑Ni=1 σ2i where σ2i is variance of the ith component of g(w, x) (where the parameter
space is N-dimensional). This is because x is a random variable sampled from D. Similarly for x0 ∈ D0 , g(w, x0 ) is the
same random variable as x0 ∼ D.
Then note the mean of g(w, x̂) = 1/b ∑bi=1 g(w, xi ) is still
µ but now, as we are also mean sampling over all the components which are 1-dimensional (i.e. their output is the ith

component of the updated parameters) and thus their individual variances get a 1/b factor (by the fact mean sampling
1-dimensional random variables drawn i.i.d introduces a 1/b
factor to the variance), the trace of the covariance matrix is
now 1/b ∑Ni=1 σ2i = (1/b)σ2 .
Now let us say that D0 contains n minibatches and that
the logs of HD all have lengths less than m and there is a
finite number α of logs. Having finite datasets is a realistic
assumption (as opposed to infinite datasets which would require infinite storage), and having logs less than some finite
length is to say that an entity has a precondition on how long
they will train for (i.e. for computational costs, which is common as one usually sets some finite number of epochs to train
for as a hyperparameter). Lastly having only finitely many
logs in HD is entailed by us restricting to only finite length
logs and having D finite (or only working with finitely many
m-combinations of data points of D in the case where D is
infinite, which is required for our following argument).
Thus by multi-dimensional Chebyshev’s (and more specifically Markov’s inequality):
P(|g(w, x̂) − µ|2 ≥ ε)
= P(|g(w, x̂) − µ|22 ≥ ε2 )
≤ E(|g(w, x̂) − µ|22 )/ε2 , (2)
where the first equality is true by the fact that |g(w, x̂) − µ|2 ≥
ε iff |g(w, x̂) − µ|22 ≥ ε2 (by monotonicity of squaring) and the
last inequality is just markov’s inequality. But as we squared,
note E(|g(w, x̂) − µ|22 ) is just the trace of the covariance of
g(w, x̂) − µ which is σ2 /b, thus we have P(|g(w, x̂) − µ|2 ≥
ε) ≤ σ2 /(bε2 ).
Furthermore if x̂ ∈ D and x̂1 ∈ D0 , then |g(w, x̂) −
g(w, x̂1 )|2 ≤ 2ε with probability greater than (1 − σ2 /(bε2 ))2
(i.e., the probability of them both being within an ε ball of µ).
This is as if both |g(w, x̂) − µ| ≤ ε and |g(w, x̂1 ) − µ| ≤ ε, then
by triangle inequality |g(w, x̂) − g(w, x̂1 )|2 ≤ |g(w, x̂) − µ| +
|g(w, x̂1 ) − µ| ≤ 2ε. Moreover we have P(|g(x̂0 ) − g(x̂i )|2 ≤
2ε f or some x̂i ∈ D0 ) ≥ (1 − σ2 /(bε2 ))(1 − (σ2 /(bε2 ))n )
where now the second term represent the probability for at
least one x̂i ∈ D0 to produce g(w, x̂i ) withing an ε ball of µ
Now note there are only finitely many parameters in HD (W )
due to the restrictions on lengths of logs and the number
of logs, thus let (1 − σ2max /(bε2 ))(1 − (σ2max /(bε2 ))n ) where
σ2max is the largest trace of the covariance matrix of g(w, x) −
µw over all w ∈ HD (W ) (and thus this term represent the
minimum probability for any step to be within a 2ε ball).
Thus the probability for us to be within a 2ε over an entire
log (which has at most length m) is greater than or equal to
((1−σ2max /(bε2 ))(1−(σ2max /(bε2 ))n ))m , and furthermore for
this to be true for all logs in HD (which there α of) is greater
than or equal to ((1 − σ2max /(bε2 ))(1 − (σ2max /(bε2 ))n ))mα .
So we have proved that with probability lower bounded
by ((1 − σ2max /(bε2 ))(1 − (σ2max /(bε2 ))n ))mα the dataset D0
forges D with d = `2 , 2ε and g.

Theorem 2 (Probablistic Forging). If D and D0 are sampled
i.i.d D and consists of minibatches of size b with the training
update function g being a mean sampler over the minibatch,
and |D0 | = n and |HDg,d,0 | = α with every log {(wi , xi )}i∈J ∈
HDg,d,0 having |{(wi , xi )}i∈J | ≤ m. Then with probability at
least ((1 − σ2max /(bε2 ))(1 − (σ2max /(bε2 ))n ))mα D0 forges D
with 2ε and d = `2 .
Proof. See above remark
Thus we see some immediately important factors to forging with high probability: increasing |D0 | = n, increasing the
minibatch sizes b, decreasing the maximum length of a log, or
the number of logs (which would be possible by decreasing
the size of D and thus all combinations of its elements). In
fact, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 1 (The limit of Large Minibatch Sizes). In the
limit b → ∞ for any D and D0 both sampled i.i.d from D
consisting of minibatches of size b, with |D| ≥ n and |D0 | ≥ n
and |HDg,d,0 | ≤ α,|HD0 g,d,0 | ≤ α, and maximum log sizes m,
we have they are forgeable for every ε > 0 for g and d as
stated in Theorem 2.
Proof. Follows from the fact that if D and D0 consists of
minibatches of size b with |D0 | ≥ n (i.e. contains at least n
minibatches) and |HDg,d,0 | ≤ α with every log {(wi , xi )}i∈J ∈
HDg,d,0 having |{(wi , xi )}i∈J | ≤ m, then we know D0
forges D with probability at least ((1 − σ2max /(bε2 ))(1 −
(σ2max /(bε2 ))n ))mα for any ε > 0, and this probability goes to
1 as b → ∞. It is worth recalling that σmax was just the max
variance of g(w, x) over all w ∈ HD (W ) and hence independent of b (i.e. is a fixed constant).
Completely analogously (as D and D0 satisfy the same
conditions) we have D forges D0 for any ε > 0 with probability
going to 1 as b → ∞.
Thus, the probability of both events occurring (the product
of the individual probabilities) also goes to 1 as b → ∞ meaning we have forging maps in both directions, they are forgeable for all ε > 0 with probability going to 1 as b → ∞.
Remark on when b is up to the adversary. This corollary
is particularly important when the adversary (i.e. the model
owner) may choose their own minibatch size b, i.e. they have a
set of data points D = {x1 , · · · , xn } and can modify D to then
consist of minibatches D̃ = {x̂1 , · · · , x̂l } of size b. Then, by
making b as large as possible, they can increase the probability
of finding a forging dataset D0 drawn i.i.d from D.
However, note b needs to satisfy b ≤ n as the adversary only
has n data points. When the adversary can continue to sample
from D to add points, they could increase n arbitrarily and
thus b could be as large as they like. Then, they can increase
their probability of success arbitrarily so that there is some
other dataset D0 that forges it for any ε > 0. Furthermore, if
any point x ∈ D has probability 0 of being drawn, then D0 has
probability 1 of not containing any of the points in D.

This implies that with probability 1, a particular dataset
(and in particular any of its points) can be forged with another
disjoint dataset if the adversary has freedom over b and can
sample from D indefinitely. In particular, in the limit we have
probability 1, i.e. there is a finite case after obtaining minibatch size b > βD (where βD is some finite number dependent
on D) by adding points that have a non-zero probability of
being forged for almost all D. Thus, by existence by non-zero
probability, there is at least one larger finite dataset D̃ ⊂ D
which can be forged (as 0/ has 0 measure always, thus any
non-zero measure set can not be empty).
Theorem 3 (Existence of Forging Adversary). If an adversary has freedom over b and access to D such that they can
sample from D (where any point in D has 0 probability) indefinitely, then for every ε > 0, for almost every dataset D
there exists D̃ ⊃ D which can be forged by a disjoint dataset
D0 (and in particular D̃ and D0 are finite).
Proof. Simply the above remark, noting probability 1 means
"almost every" (i.e., every dataset minus a measure 0 set)

5.4

Consequences of Theorem 3 for Unlearning of minibatch SGD

We now explain the practical consequence of Theorem 3 to
minibatch SGD, which is the de facto training algorithm for
deep neural networks. In particular, we have:
Corollary 2. Unlearning on minibatch SGD is not welldefined over the logs (and thus the models) of finite datasets
obtained from a distribution D, for any such distribution D.
Proof. To prove that unlearning is not well-defined when it
only involves logs (or models), we need simply that for any
verification threshold ε > 0 there ∃D ⊂ D such that D can be
forged by a disjoint dataset D0 ; thus the logs (no matter the
threshold) carry no information of what dataset was used to
train the model, and thus by the remark of § 4.3 unlearning is
not well-defined for D. This, in turn, implies that in general
unlearning is not well-defined over finite datasets (as being
not well-defined for one instance in the domain, in this case
of finite datasets, is sufficient). Note, we assume the verifier
can not use ε = 0 simply because of floating point precision.
By Theorem 3 we know for every ε, almost all finite
datasets D that could be obtained i.i.d are contained in a larger
dataset D̃ which can be forged with ε by a disjoint dataset D0 .
Note here that D does not need to have been obtained by i.i.d
sampling, just the fact D could be obtained by i.i.d sampling.
Thus we have existence of D̃, which completes the proof.
This is the main conclusion of this paper: unlearning cannot be well-defined for minibatch SGD over the logs. This
is best understood because forgeability implies that models
or checkpoints (or distribution of models or checkpoints) are
both unlearnt and not unlearnt at the same time. That is, the

training log could be obtained by both not training with a particular data point, and by training with it and then employing
a forging map.
Hence for the community to move forward with using properties of the training/unlearning algorithm outputs to define
its unlearnability (as was used in all prior work), one needs to
put constraints on the training process. This is necessary to
remove the possibility of these pathological examples1 . Then,
auditing processes will need to verify that this process was
indeed used by the model owner. Overall, this implies that
unlearning should be defined algorithmically and designed
such that it is amenable to external scrutiny.
One possible future direction in this vein is to design verifiable ML processes to give guarantees about the points used
(or not used) in a particular computation. This would prove
that an entity was not able to employ a forging map in lieu of
unlearning. We discuss this further in § 7.2.

6

An Instantiation of a Forging Attack

Theorem 3, and subsequently Corollary 2, analytically demonstrate the existence of forging examples. We now experimentally show the existence of forging maps on a practical
dataset. This allows us to construct forging maps to study
exact unlearning, and in particular PoUL for verifying exact
unlearning through retraining. As mentioned earlier in § 4.1,
the attack we propose here does not necessarily bypass all
PoL verification schemes, and hence one might still be content with using a verification scheme that defends against our
attack to verify unlearning in practice. However note this essentially starts an arms race between better forging and better
PoL verification without other constraints to rule out forging
(see § 7.2).
The methodology for the attack we instantiate draws from
the data ordering attack proposed by Shumailov et al. [22].
Their attack takes advantage of the stochasticity present in
minibatches and the effect of large minibatch sizes. This is
well-aligned with our analytical result in Theorem 2 showing
that large minibatch sizes facilitate forging. Specifically, we
focus on a forging map between D to D0 = D \ x∗ for some
data point x∗ . This corresponds to a single point being unlearned. Moreover, we focus our empirical investigation on
updates that originally used x∗ to show D can be forged.
The main takeaway from our experiments is simply that
one can reach verification error ε (in a PoUL) below 10−4 .
For suitable large minibatches, we can reach ε ≈ 10−6 (before
adding the noise introduced by hardware). This we believe
shows the practicality of forging, and motivates future work
to improve algorithms for finding a forging map.

6.1

Threat Model

We now describe the specific threat model for this attack,
which is the one of § 3.2: a PoL where we have access to both
the model and dataset used, and want to now replace all the
steps in the PoL with a data point x∗ with another as to now
have a forging map to D0 = D \ x∗ for that particular PoL.
We in particular focus on a random sample of steps with
x∗ at different checkpoints (and also varying what point x∗
is) to illustrate the general effectiveness of this attack. Here
by checkpoints, we mean the state of the model parameters
saved after each epoch of training.
The model used is a LeNet5 [17] trained on MNIST [16]:
our results in this section are meant to be understood as initial
results towards future study. In all the experiments we work
with a fixed learning rate η = 0.01 and the SGD optimizer.

6.2

Attack Description

We take a model trained for N epochs before having a training update with x∗ (in this case a minibatch containing the
specific data point). This step takes initial parameters wi to
the parameters wi+1 . Our first forging algorithm then is to:
1. Sample n data points uniformly from D/x∗
2. Sample M minibatches uniformly from the selected n
data points
3. Select minibatch x̂ j which minimizes ||wi+1 −
g(wi , x̂ j )||2 , i.e. sort the minibatches by the error
||wi+1 − g(wi , x̂ j )||2 and select the minibatch with the
least error as our "forging minibatch"
Note that, ignoring sorting overhead, the cost of running
this algorithm is M gradient steps (as we compute a gradient
for each of the M randomly chosen minibatches in step 3).
In general if one wants to forget µ datapoints, and trained N
epochs, then they need to forge µN steps. Using our algorithm
we then have a cost of µNM gradient steps.
We further investigate factors which may increase or decrease our verification error, in particular: minibatch size,
and number of data points sampled n. We also test if further
greedy selection by interchanging individual data points in
the selected best minibatch (rather than interchanging minibatches of data points) can further decrease error. Note, if
we take T − 1 greedy updates steps after running our original
algorithm, each also looking at M possible interchanging data
points, our costs are now µNMT .
After demonstrating the above, we attempt to forge with an
even smaller subset of D, in which case our forging algorithm
is:
1. Sample size n subsets from D
2. Repeat algorithm 1 for the subset

1 We

have by no means exhaustively characterized all such examples, we
have just shown examples exist. There could be other aspects of training
(besides using mean-sampler g) which can create this possibility. In fact,
notably, we have not even shown what the examples we know exist look like.

Being able to forge with these smaller size n subsets shows
we could forge |D| − n points with only the n points, i.e. could
forge having unlearnt large portions of the dataset.
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Forging when varying n: Larger is marginally better. In
Figure 1 we plot our verification error for 100 different trial
runs (each of which had randomized checkpoints and x∗ ) as
a function of n, with fixed minibatch size of 1000. Observe
that there is a modest decrease with increased n, however,
we always had error ≈ 10−6 . This suggests that the number
of samples one uses to then create minibatches is not of significant importance. In particular, for more efficient forging
algorithms one can get away with only sampling a smaller set
to then construct minibatches from.
Minibatch Size: Larger is significantly better. In Figure 2, we plot the PoL’s verification error as a function of
the minibatch size. In support of our theory (§ 5.3) which
stated that in the limit of large minibatch sizes we can always
forge, we see increasing the minibatch size plays a significant
role in reducing the verification error, dropping several magnitudes. For large minibatch sizes, it reaches ≈ 10−5 error. In
fact, the trend notably looks like what one might expect from
a 1/b factor in the minibatch size, matching the formulation
(modulo exponents) stated in Theorem 2.
Greedy selection of individual points: improves slightly.
We next employ the greedy algorithm where we update one
data point at a time (rather than substituting for the entire
minibatch). We see in Figure 3 that we can slightly improve
the verification error and that the improvement tends to converge after less than 10 updates. Note that we plotted the
relative improvement, i.e. error 1 is the same as before switching to the greedy updates and 0.9 is 0.9 times the error we had
before the greedy updates. The main takeaway from this is
that a greedy procedure does not significantly improve error,
especially when compared to the effect of minibatch sizes.
Smaller sets: they work. Now when considering fixed
smaller sets of 1000 to sample from, depicted in Figure 4,
we see we still have error less than 10−4 . This is larger than
≈ 10−6 we were achieving before, but we are also working
with 1/60 the fraction of the size of the larger datasets from
before, indicating that smaller datasets can still forge reasonably well. This notably suggests that in general, in the limit
of large minibatch sizes, a smaller dataset is equivalent to a
larger dataset, though we leave that direction for future work.
Main Takeaways. The results we presented show that forging for ε several magnitudes less than 1 is practical. Thus,
forging is not only possible for very low thresholds, but is
also relatively easy as our algorithm simply samples randomly.
Future work may extend our initial results by investigating
how these results hold in different domains, (i.e. for language
models). Alternatively, if given the hardware capacity, one
might look into how much lower one can decrease the error

Error
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1.0
0
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2000
3000
Number of data points
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Figure 1: Verification error as a function of the number of
samples in the dataset: one can see the error is always in the
order of 10−6 and there is a slight decrease in the error as the
dataset becomes larger. Note here we used a fixed minibatch
size of 1000, and the colors denote different runs.

by increasing the minibatch sizes past what we tested. Furthermore, our results for smaller sets indicate that they can
still produce low error; an interesting follow-up question is
how low can the error for smaller datasets be pushed. Related
to that, can one find a particular smaller dataset that produces
the same error as we were getting when forging with the
larger datasets? This question seems similar to dataset distillation, however, we leave formal or empirical relations to
future work.

7
7.1

Discussion
Relation to Information Leakage

Our work shows that there are cases where an entity has
plausible deniability that they did (not) train with a particular
point, and that this likelihood increases with batch size. This
is seemingly a strong privacy-like statement. Because our
proof of Theorem 2 relies on a form of convergence to the
mean which increasing batch size induces, forging is in this
case akin to having a very average training run. One might
interpret this as meaning that this run leaks less information
about the specific data points used.
In fact, one might generally view forging by datasets drawn
from the same distribution (or larger finite set) as representing how stable training is to the underlying distribution and
how little it leaks about specific data points. Investigating the
privacy aspects presented by this could be an interesting line
of future work. Notably, this is quite different from the flavor
of guarantee provided by differential privacy [7] as we are
not adding noise, but quantifying the underlying noise of the
distribution and how the training algorithm "averages it out".
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Figure 2: Verification error as a function of the minibatch size:
the error drops drastically as the minibatch size increases
from 0 to 1000. Afterwards the drop becomes more gradual.
Note again the colors denote different runs.

7.2

On the Need for Verifiable Training and
Unlearning Algorithms

Before getting to why verifiable computing would be beneficial, it is worth noting why further constraining the unlearning
process would not work. Simply not allowing a log to ever
be changed would not work as an entity can simply create a
new log which forged the previous log. Perhaps another constraint of only ever being able to train once would circumvent
this issue, but it is difficult to enforce. Essentially it seems
difficult (though we will not claim impossible) to put enough
constraints on learning so that the information of the valid log
can never lead to a forged log.
Thus, adding verifiable computing to the paradigm seems
like a promising direction. In this case one knows exactly
what data point was used for a specific computation; however,
this still does not prevent an entity from using that information to then compute with the forged example. Rather there
would need to be another primitive which controls the information flow allowed for the computations. For example,
putting restrictions on where the data was obtained from in
an effort to prevent forging datasets. Future work will have to
investigate the data provenance requirements needed for this
given that our existence of forging examples does not tell us
what exactly they look like.
Nevertheless, this is a direction we expect future work
will address, and we hope that the forging framework we
developed might prove useful in also proving when it might
not exist given further conditions.

7.3

Extending the Forging Framework

Building on that last point, we expect that the forging framework can itself be further studied as its own subject, or varia-
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4

6
8
Greedy updates

10

12

Figure 3: Relative verification error as a function of the number of greedy updates (selecting individual points rather than
substituting for entire minibatches). The curves are generated
by repeating the experiment on 100 individual models, starting from a randomly found minimum. Note how we only observe a marginal benefit by increasing the number of updates.
Furthermore, not again that different colors denote different
runs.
tions of it as we described in § 4. This is to say that though we
set out specifically to show how unlearning with minibatch
SGD is not well-defined, the tools we developed could be
used in quite a more general fashion for studying ML.
We already illustrated an interesting property of our current framework in Theorem 1, which is the ε = 0 equivalence class, and possible variations of the forging framework
may admit other useful properties. In particular, it might
be possible to use the ε we get from forgeability (or variations of it) to define a distance metric over datasets; we
¯ D0 ) =
were not able to obtain a proof that the metric d(D,
0
in f {ε : D and D are ε forgeable} defined over all datasets
(modulo the ε = 0 forgeable equivalence class) satisfies the
triangle inequality, though we also do not have particular
counter-example for it not to satisfy it (the specific issue is
trying to compose forging maps, as note the error in the input and the error in the output are different in our particular
flavour of forging). In particular, a metric (in the formal mathematical sense) would give a topology over the datasets, and
would open further questions about what properties the topology satisfies: for example can such a space be complete under
some constraints on g?
Another particularly interesting question is how does the
space of forgeable datasets, perhaps in particular the ε = 0
equivalence classes, change with the model architecture (note
throughout this paper we assumed the model architecture was
fixed). Understanding this might give insights into the variance between model parameters obtained for certain datasets
(modulo the ε = 0 equivalence class). Future work will analyze the benefits and drawbacks of such variance.
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Figure 4: Verification error when forging using samples from
a smaller dataset, plotted against the epoch where we are
forging. One can see the error is still quite low (less than
10−4 ). Note again the different colors denote different runs.

7.4

Importance to ML Governance

The concept of machine learning governance [5] aims to
standardize the interactions between principals in the entire
life cycle (e.g. deploy, use, patch, and retire) of ML models.
The goal is to ensure that alongside all the benefits provided by
ML models, the risks they create are controlled and restricted.
Two key aspects of ML governance are accountability and
assurance, where the former means to hold some entities
accountable for ML failures and the latter assures that an
ML model meets certain security requirements. Here, we
answer the following questions: (1) why are current auditing
techniques not sufficient to hold model owners accountable
for unlearning in the presence of forging, (2) why one cannot
attribute (i.e. another way to achieve accountability) a failure
or property of a model purely to data when there exists forging
examples, and (3) after realizing the existence of forging, how
does a model owner provide assurance to users that the latter’s
data is indeed unlearned?

Auditing Unlearning Machine learning auditing is defined
as the process of formal examination/verification of claimed
properties of ML models, done by a regulator. When it comes
to exact unlearning, the regulator wants to verify that the
model owner has indeed removed the impact of the data to
be unlearned from the model. It is worth noting that Chandrasekaran et al. [5] suggests ML auditing can be supported
by logging (e.g. PoL). However, as described in § 4.3, when
there exists a forging map between the dataset and itself with
the unlearned data points removed (or another dataset without
these points), then it is not possible to audit unlearning by a
PoL log. Instead, the regulator may need auditing techniques
at the level of the algorithms, such as verifiable training mentioned in § 7.2.

Data Attribution Data attribution is the process of associating a certain model behaviour to a particular data point
(or a subset of data points). This is also sometimes known as
influence [15]. What our work on forging shows is that for
a specific training log, the minibatch that makes the update
from a checkpoint to the next in the log is not unique. More
generally, this means that attributing failures (or properties)
of a model in the parameter space to a specific set of data
points is ill-defined when forging exists. That is, analogous to
how one must define unlearning as being a product of using
a specific algorithm, one cannot attribute any failures of a
model to the presence/absence of certain training points without stronger assumptions on the training process: for example
that the process does not allow for any forging.
For instance, there exists a naive reasoning about fairness of
ML that bias in data is the only source of unfairness. Forging
is a counterexample for this, because forging shows that we
cannot attribute unfairness to data without ruling out specific
forging examples through algorithmic constraints on top of
having trained with some update rule g. This is also supported
by the emerging belief that unfairness stems from both issues with data and the algorithmic choices (loss, architecture,
etc.) [19], and emphasizes that verifying unfairness requires
auditing the fairness of the algorithm as well.
This ill-definedness is also true beyond failures of the
model. For example, a good performance now cannot be exclusively attributable to a specific dataset unless forging examples are ruled out for that log. However, this can in itself
be informing. Recall that we mentioned in § 7.3 the forging
framework may provide a useful tool for studying ML, and
ε = 0 classes in some sense characterize all datasets that lead
to similar performance. For instance, understanding and studying the ε = 0 class for a dataset producing high-performance
models could help tasks like dataset distillation by finding
smaller datasets that can lead to similar-performance models
under suitable restrictions on the data sequence sampling.

Assurance Assurance is what the model owners wish and
need to provide to the users to gain their trust: that the models
are guaranteed to meet certain security and/or privacy standards, and the risks in contributing training data for these
models are controlled to certain degrees. In the context of
unlearning, the benign model owners would like to assure
users (or data providers) that unlearning is done correctly by
providing them with a verifiable certificate. However, note
that even if a method to verify exact unlearning is introduced
(e.g. verifiable training-based methods described in § 7.2), it
would likely be too costly for a normal model user to verify
the training of ML models. Hence, achieving assurance will
require future work to design efficient solutions. Alternatively,
the cost of verification could be offset to a regulator trusted
by the users to act on their behalf.
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Conclusions

Does our work jeopardize all progress made thus far towards
unlearning? Not exactly. It means we now need to go back
and redefine what unlearning is, such as by adding more restrictions on the training process to make it harder to find
forging examples (§ 7.2). We also need to see whether training without the data point is a well-defined way to define
unlearning (in a way that is no longer susceptible to forging
examples). That said, our work does show current faults in
defining unlearning, and the more general problem of data
attribution when analyzing both correct and incorrect ML predictions. We also outlined future avenues for the concept of
forgeability to help understand ML algorithms better.
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Table of Notations

Symbol
D0 ,

D,
xi
yi
X
c
w
W
N
w0
wt
Mw

D̃

L
g
x̂
b
η
PoL
PoUL
d
ε
HDg,d,ε or HD
HD (w)
B
Bε
x∗
D/x∗
L
Ballε (w)
D
µ
σ2
σ2i
P
n
α
m
βD

Explanation
datasets
ith input in a dataset
label of xi
data space
number of classes
model parameters
parameter space
dimensionality of the parameter space
model parameters after initialization
model parameters after t updates
supervised machine learning model
with parameters w
loss function
update rule of model, e.g. SGD
minibatch of inputs
minibatch size
learning rate
proof-of-learning
proof-of-unlearning
distance metric in the parameter space,
e.g. ` p or cosine distance
threshold to determine if a PoL is valid
set of all valid (g, d, ε) logs stemming
from w0 using dataset D
set of logs with ε = 0
forging map (in the space of set of logs)
forging map where output H has
error of ε
data points required to be unlearned
dataset x∗ removed
lipschitz constant
distance ball in the parameter space,
centering at w with radius ε
distribution of datasets
mean of random variable g(w, x)
trace of covariance matrix of g(w, x)
variance of the ith component of g(w, x)
probability
number of minibatches in a dataset
number of PoL logs in HD
length of the longest PoL log in HD
the minibatch size needed for dataset
D to be forged
Table 1: Notations

